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STUDENT

TEACHER

?I really like the parts of class when I can talk to my
friends about my project and see what they are doing.?

Goals and Motivations
Encourage learners to actively track
learning gains

Emily enjoys sharing ideas and giving feedback on her classmates' work and
openly shares her strategies with others. When she?s doing a project she
enjoys, she wants to share it with her family and friends outside of school.

Emily
QVMS 8th Grade Student

Make portfolios accessible to
students, parents, and administrators

Goals and Motivations
Complete assignments fully and on time
Share work with parents and peers
Show technical competency
Own her projects and ideas

Record what they
capture and why.

Support student choice and
self-directed learning

Albert

· Introduction to
ecosystems

· Build background
knowledge

Improve quality of learning artifacts

Place artifacts in digital
flow diagram to tell a
story about the project.

Re-organize flow based
on initial scaffolded
overview of the project.

Nature walk

Capstone project

· Students go into a nearby
ecosystem and capture
information through pictures,
videos and observations.

· Students design their own
original ecosystem and
describe it using concepts
learned in class.

· Reflect on how content
learned in lecture relates to
field experience

Review project
overview.

· Peer critique in class
· Sharing to parents

· Capstone projects
get formative feedback
from classmates and
and teacher.

CURATE

Add detail to summary
overview of the project.

Sharing

· Online portfolio

Implement a seamless
documentation process

ORGANIZE

Upload pictures and
enter personal notes
(auto-transcript).

Classroom-based
instruction

· Learn vocabulary

QVMS Science Teacher

CAPTURE

Take pictures and video
of a real ecosystem.

CURRICULUM

Create the audience-facing portfolio. Using previous
work, scaffolding, and requirements, write a summary
of the field trip, reorganize photos according to project
goals, and caption artifacts to tell a story to audience.

SHARE

Publish online and
share. Collect feedback
from teachers and peers
in the in-class gallery.

Give feedback on peers'
projects online and
practice digital
citizenship.

Review feedback and
implement suggestions
to improve the portfolio.

FOREGROUND
PRIOR
EXPERIENCE

USER
ACTIONS

LEARNING
ARTIFACTS

SCAFFOLDING

THOUGHTS
AND
FEELINGS

MOTIVATION

TECHNOLOGY
INTERACTION

SOCIAL
INTERACTION

Understand
ecosystem
concepts
introduced in
previous
instruction

Instruction &
scaffolding
provided for
understanding and
organizing
flow diagram

Understand
audience of the
project & overall
portfolio

Understand how to
give constructive
feedback and how
to receive
feedback

Document process
and interesting
moments in the
field

Add artifacts to fill
out the flow
diagram

Review and reflect
on the overview

Summarize
portfolio
components for
specific audiences

Give, receive
and respond to
feedback

Photos, voice
memos, videos

Logically
organized digital
flow diagram of
field trip
experience

Annotated media

Summary and
highlights of the
whole project

Feedback given,
received and
responded to

Teacher facilitates
documentation process
prior to activity: helps
students understand the
importance of capture,
when to capture, and how
to capture

Teacher understands
the conceptual &
technical process of
creating digital flow
diagram to best
support students

Consider parts of
an ecosystem

Understand how to
use documentation
technology:
camera, voicerecording app

Teacher prompts
students to recognize
"A-Ha" moments
where thinking shifts
and document them in
real-time

Curiosity,
excitement

Enjoy field trip
experience,
explore, make
interesting
discoveries, and
connect field trip
to prior knowledge

Use a mobile
device to capture
media

Show evidence of
animals, plants,
streams, soil, etc.
to teacher and
classmates

Prompt: What is
important or unique
about the artifact?
What are the reasons
for documenting it?

Consider project
goals, process,
and strategy

Teacher explains
rationale for flow
diagrams they
provide, facilitates
increasing learner
control as year
progresses.

Draw logical
connections;
better understand
bigger picture

Complete class
requirements: plan
and present work
clearly

Upload to
e-portfolio website

Face to face peer
discussions

Access e-portfolio
website to do user
actions

Teacher models how
to put pictures into
flow diagram & assists
individual students.
Teacher monitors and
gives feedback

LOCATION

Face to face peer
discussions

Anywhere with
access to
e-portfolio website

Prompt: How does
each collection of
artifacts contribute to
the ecosystem? What
is their relationship to
each other?

Teacher models
curation through
examples and
organizes portfolio
publishing system
for students to use

Perspective-taking,
empathy

Prompt: Who is the
audience for this
portfolio? List the
things they want to
know about your
ecosystem.

Teacher designs
gallery walk
experience and
invites community
members to
participate

Anxiety (positive
and/or negative)

Curiosity &
interest in peers'
work, optimism,
anxiety

VALUE TO
STUDENTS

VALUE TO
PARENTS

Share project with
audience

Access e-portfolio
website to do user
actions

Give and receive
feedback, and
respond to
feedback digitally

Teacher monitors
and provides
assistance

Face to face peer
discussions

Give feedback to
peers and receive
feedback from
peers & teacher
during in-person
gallery walk

Give feedback to
peers and receive
feedback from
peers, teachers,
and public online

Classroom

Anywhere with
access to
e-portfolio website

Classroom

Anywhere with
access to
e-portfolio website

Local outdoor
ecosystem

Classroom

Assess how
students relate
what they
previously learned
to authentic field
trip experience

Assess how
students related
learning goals to
their experience
and their
communication
skills

Assess students'
communication
skills through their
summary, and
their feelings
towards sharing

Assess students'
ability to give and
use constructive
feedback

Capture the
experience of the
field trip: pictures
and captions to
work with

Logical
organization of
portfolio
components &
captioned media to
include in portfolio

Sharing with the
purpose of getting
feedback, and
practicing the
skills of
summarizing

Opportunity to
learn from and
improve upon
feedback

Can see what their
children are
working on if they
share

Learn about what
their children &
their peers are
working on

Learn how their
children take
feedback

Can see what their
children are
working on if
students share

Prompt: How
should you phrase
your feedback?
Suggest words to
use and words to
avoid.

See classmates'
work; Improve
projects based on
constructive
criticism

BACKGROUND
VALUE TO
TEACHERS

Begin to plan
revisions based on
feedback

